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Welcome to the second issue of The
Spanner. Our first issue was such a hit
with the membership that our website
blacked out and more power had to be
bought! I have been told by members
from all the branches that it has been
very well received. That is very nice to
hear.
I have made a few little tweaks to this one
but basically what you see is what you
are going to get. Once again we have
some very interesting articles about our
members and their hobby plus a few
items on the history of British Vehicles in
BC. You might have noticed this is the
summer issue. The first one was a little
late so we will skip spring and go directly
to summer. Also I would like to thank
Gerry Parkinson for helping out with his
computer doing page layout and placing
of pictures.
By now the “car season” is in full throttle.
I’m sure everyone has been out on a few
club runs and making plans for the big
events of the year. Well, thankfully we
have quite a few to choose from and
some of the best are put on by our own
branches. So get out and enjoy.
On April 9 I made it over to Victoria with a
few fellow Vancouver members for the
Restoration Fair. This was put on by our
South Island Branch members and masterminded by Brit car aficionado extrordinair Robert Atkins. For a first time effort it
was a bang up job and I am not talking
about accident damage. This is a great
idea for the slow time of the year regarding car events. I hope it catches on and
becomes popular every year.
For some of us keen wrench turners car
season is year round. We have a passion
for precious pristine project parts and
restoration resurrection to a rhapsody of
visual and mechanical delights of finely
tuned pulsating purring auto exotica with
sensuous shapes. (Whew...I’ll have to
have a rest after that.)
OK, now back to having fun with your
LBC (Lovely British Classic). As you can

see by the vintage BC tourist ad you can
take your little British sedan (I think that is
a ’37 Morris) or classic sports car (sorry,
I/m not sure what that one is) and enjoy
our province. The union flag is shown
because we didn’t have a provincial flag
until 1960. So, we flew the union jack
next to our national flag for our identity
and heritage. Our new provincial flag
incorporates the union flag with a crown
at the centre paying tribute to our beginning as a British colony. Take pride in
your past and you will have a stronger
future.
Did you have fun picking out all the British cars in the drive-in movie picture? I
know some of you did because you told
me so but I didn’t get one reply to it. Were
you overwhelmed by the numbers and
possibilities? I can see ten definitely and
another twelve possibles. Some of the
interesting definites are the Standard
Vanguards and the pre war Morris Ten.
Of the possibles are a Hillman California
Coupe and what might be a thirties small
van, maybe Austin T. This is actually the
hardest one to make out, seventh row up
and second to the right of the pedestrian

isle. I see what appears to be a pre war
left front fender and there is no spare on
what looks to be a very flat back end so
maybe not a sports car but a small van.
This vehicle is much smaller than the
ones next to it and the small ones quite
often tried to get up front so as to not get
blocked by a big domestic lump. Is there
a convertible? Yes I believe I recognize
the very round rear end of an Austin
Somerset DHC with the top up in the very
top left hand corner.
Our Central Island Branch members sure
a happy lot. By the time you read this a
bunch of them will have made a road trip
to Disneyland in their British classics.
Also, they get very good turn outs for
their club runs. Reading their branch
newsletter the Beano (British Engineered
Autos—Nanaimo Order) I see they even
have an OECC theme song or is it a beer
drinking song? I wonder if they follow this
up with a round of BC’s unofficial anthem,
Monty Python’s Logger Song?
Until next time, keep the shiny side up
and keep on motoring. Steve Diggins,
Editor

SOUTH ISLAND
BRANCH
RESTORATION FAIR REPORT
With nearly 300 paid admissions, 24 vendors
occupying 30 tables, the first OECC Restoration
Fair and Swap Meet was a great success. Thirteen cars were offered for sale (at least two of
which sold) and some 70 English cars were on
display for part or all of the day. While the
weather was not as sunny as hoped for, it did
not seem to deter participants, including those
from up-Island and Vancouver, attending. Participating car clubs included Victoria Jaguar
Club, Victoria MG Club and the Rover Car Club
of Canada. Congratulations to Robert Atkins for
proposing the idea and doing so much to ensure its success. (These efforts included presentations to other local clubs and a trip to
Nanaimo to the Mid-Island Branch of the
OECC). Thanks also to all who helped out in
the planning and on the day, particularly to
those at the gate, manning the club table and
parking cars. Feedback from vendors and other
participants is being sought, with a view to making this an annual event. If you have suggestions, please contact Robert Atkins.
Good Samaritan of the day had to be Rob Brodie. Rob had come up early in the morning to
drop off the club bulletin board, but returned
later in the day with a fuel pump repair kit to aid
a stricken visitor from Mayne Island whose
Sunbeam only just made it to the event. Rob’s
truck is actually a mobile workshop, containing
a floor jack, files, hacksaw and other assorted
hand tools which were all put to use in replacing
the fuel pump diaphragm. Rob actually spent
quite some time fettling the replacement part
so that it matched the original. Another OECC
member getting his hands dirty was ChrisBeresford. Should you have the misfortune to
have a breakdown, but happen to be in the
vicinity of the Brodie/Beresford team, you will

be well taken care of.

CENTRAL ISLAND BRANCH
Activities have been the main focus of the Central Island Branch recently. Starting in February,
the first social event was the British Bowl-aRama with 33 would-be bowlers and observers
appearing. A good time was enjoyed by all.
The Alberni run by Geoff and Candy Francis
was again met with a good turnout of twelve
English cars and four daily drivers on March 20.
The first part of the run was dry, however the
rain started at Cathedral Grove. An interesting
route was followed with a turn around Sproat
Lake (home of the Mars water bombers) ending
at the La Dolce Vita Restaurant where we received excellent service and great lunch.
On April 23, we again had an excellent turnout
of 23 cars on a fine warm day for a run through
Cedar and Yellow Point to the Crow and Gate
Pub. Among those attending were two fellow
enthusiasts from Courtney with a 1952 Morris
Minor and 1957 Triumph TR3.
Thanks to Nigel and Francis Muggeridge for
hosting this enjoyable afternoon. Also coming
up are the Disneyland tour organized by Ray
and Marge Sabourin leaving May 6 and the
second annual Brits ’Round BC which encompasses the OECC Society AGM in Kamloops.
Adele and Ken Hedges are the wagon masters
for this event in 2006. The Brits on the Beach
committee headed by Wayne Peddie are hard
at work with plans for this years event. We are
hoping to keep the calendar full for our 58 registered members for the rest of the year!

Vancouver Coast Branch - Submitted by Walter Reynolds
Since the last edition of The Spanner, the
Vancouver Coast Branch’s events have included:
March 7, 2006: Annual General Meeting.
Here the new Executive were elected and
appointed as follows:
Chairman: Bart Shaw
Vice-Chairman: Ken Miles
Treasurer: Elaine Lafontaine
Secretary: Dennis Nelson
Past Chairman: Gerry Parkinson
Events Coordinator: Steve Diggins
ICBC Coordinator: Fred Bennett
Phone Committee Coord.: Mike Smith
March 26, 2006: Club visit to Rx Auto Works
in North Vancouver to see what restoration
work they are currently doing. Following the
visit, we followed Steve Diggins out through
West Vancouver to Trolls Restaurant at
Horseshoe Bay for the obligatory fish and
chips and beer, not necessarily in that order!
This is our second visit to Rx in about 14
months, so perhaps this event (and the subsequent run) will become an annual Club event.
April 4, 2006: Regular Monthly Club meeting,
but this time at the home of the Ratsoy Car
Collection in Richmond. Mr. Ratsoy used to
be the owner of Richmond’s Lansdowne
Pontiac Buick dealership and over the years
has built a substantial collection of vintage
cars, (about seventy finely restored and another thirty to be done) some of which I had as
Dinky toys in England! He has two buildings
full of the vehicles along with lots of memorabilia, including an old barber’s chair. A third
building holds the repair and mechanic shop,
including an engine re-build shop. There was
so much to see that, in our short visit, it was
impossible to take it all in and remember what
you had seen.
April 23, 2006: Club Fort Langley Run. This
run started from the parking lot of the Fort and
proceeded through parts of Fort Langley and
Langley that we had not been in before. 11
cars participated including Fred Bennett’s
Spitfire’s inaugural run. We had a list of instructions to follow (turn left at…, swing right
by…, etc.) and questions to answer. Event
Organizer, Steve Diggins told us that the
event was not timed and we were to enjoy
ourselves. Some time after leaving the start,
we passed Steve going in the opposite direction – cause to re-read the instructions, don’t
you know. One place we had to find was the
Fort Winery. When we got to the Winery, we
took Steve’s “not a timed event” to heart and
decided to stop in (actually we needed a potty

break!). “Would you like to taste our wines,
sir?” was the greeting as we walked through
the door. As it was 12:00 noon somewhere,
we said, “Yes”. As such, Linda (my wife) and
I, along with all the others who followed us in
to the Winery enjoyed a pleasant 15 minutes
of wine tasting. Back on the road, it didn’t
takes us too long to get to the end of the run
which was the Fort Pub. Here we had a
hearty lunch, with equally hearty beverages
and once lunch was over, went up to the
Community Hall to provide our support to the
Langley Area Mostly British (LAMB) car club’s
display of, you guessed it, mostly British cars.
This was a spectacular run over some new
ground on a sunny spring day which sets a
standard for next year’s Fort Langley Run.
April 29 & 30, 2006: B.C. Classic & Custom
Car Show, Tradex Hall, Abbotsford Airport.
This event was co-organized by myself and
Fred Bennett. The club’s display was called,
“Memory Motorway” which included six cars in
front of a 20 foot long by 8 foot tall mural of a
motorway winding its way through hills and
mountains. Below is a photo of the mural in
the background behind John Chapman’s Triumph Stag which, in turn, is in the background
behind the Club’s banner.
More photos and details of the event are available in the June-July 2006 issue of the
Roundabout on the Club’s web site.
The display won 4th place in the Group category (plus $200.00). In addition, Alan Miles’
Sunbeam Rapier convertible won 3rd place
trophy (no cash) in the Best Classic Import
category, and Fred Bennett’s Spitfire received
2nd place trophy in the Vintage car class (and
$50.00),
May 2, 2006: Regular Monthly meeting. This
time held at Seabird Bent Glass in Port Coquitlam. At Seabird, they bend glass into a
variety of special shapes for a variety of purposes. For example, they bend glass for car
windshields, boat wheelhouse windows, restaurant food counters, etc. The list goes on.
This is a place to visit in the winter because it
was toasty warm inside with the glass
“furnaces” going – even in their “cool-down”
mode. While they make some of the bending
forms themselves, they recommend the client
brings their own form. Also at this meeting,
Steve Diggins presented the prizes and trophies for the Fort Langley Run winners. Details of the winners can again be found in the
June–July 2006 Roundabout on the Club’s
web site.
Well, that’s it from the Vancouver Coast
Branch. Coming up in the next report will be

the Van Dusen ABFM and Club Garden Party,
Mission’s Vintage Car Racing day, Coquitlam’s Highland Games, possibly Rally in the
Valley, regular monthly meeting events, and,
from others, Brits Around B.C.

COMOX VALLEY BRANCH
The Comox Valley Branch, meets every third
Tuesday of the Month and we are trying to
make each meeting interesting by having guest
speakers giving us a talk on any subject they
are knowledgeable in. We are also trying to
initiate a club run every Sunday following our
club meeting.
This year we are involved with the Vintage Car
Club of the Comox Valley assisting in helping
parking, show cars and collecting food hampers. In May we have been asked to help in the
Spitfire Weekend by showing our Old English
Cars at an open house for the Spitfire restoration project. The last weekend in May we,
along with the Mid Island club and possibly the
Morgan club will drive to the “Crow and Gate”
Pub to enjoy some English cooking and liquid
refreshments.
FILBERG ALL BRITISH CAR/BIKE SHOW will
be AUGUST 12 & 13 at the Filberg Lodge Park
in Comox. We are planning a two day weekend, starting off with a Driver’s Challenge Saturday the 12th. We will be using the North Island
College parking lot for the driver’s to challenge
an obstacle course around pylons, blind folded
and in some cases with the navigators steering
the cars. The event will start around 2:00pm
and finish at 4:00pm, Saturday evening will
commence at 7:00pm with a “meet and greet”
bash at the Edgewater Pub with hot dogs, hamburgers, salads, and liquid refreshments. Sunday the 13th will start at 8:30am at the Filberg
Lodge, with parking the cars in the year group
they were manufactured in, there will be Music
to suit the years of the cars and awards will be
given starting at 3:00pm . We will be sending
out more specific details as the time gets
closer.

Peter Lee by Ron Wilson from the December 2005 issue of the Dynamo
A MEMBER PROFILE FROM THE SOUTH ISLAND BRANCH

Daphne and Peter Lee, South Island Branch Members and owners of the MGA featured on the cover of this issue of the Spanner.
Quick thumbnail sketch: He is a mechanic, jazzoid, writer and artist from
Sooke. His Old English car is a 1959
MGA. Peter Lee is the one who restored
Peter Hill’s Singer that attracted so
many admirers at the Father’s Day Picnic and at ECAIP this year. We asked
what the car looked like before he
started: “I didn’t do much of the mechanical side on that—it came to me as
a rolling chassis without the engine. The
body was loosely placed on top and
Peter said ‘do it’. He almost gave me
carte blanche; which was great. There
was lots of movement in the body, it was
rattling like an old bookcase.
What the quick thumbnail doesn’t reveal
is his essence. Peter Lee chuckles easily, he is a calm, confident and well adjusted main in spite of having to cope
with only one eye vision and form of
dyslexia, amazing when one learns what
he has achieved so far. His reply to this
is “by my standard I’ve led a very mundane life.” He lost his parents at an early
age so an uncle guided him through the
character-forming years of his life. From
school Peter Lee became apprenticed to
a large firm owned by Bob Gerard, a
VIP racing driver who raced ERA’s and
Riley’s before the Second World War.
The other part of the garage was the car
section, and the tuning section which is

where young Peter would feature in
time…
ERA’s were a common sight, as were
Cooper-Bristol, Turners, and Sprites.
Gerard was quite instrumental in A35
saloon car racing, and was also half
owner of Mallory Park racing circuit.
Peter became a member of the breakdown crew responsible for fetching and
fixing racing cars that had suffered mishaps. It was because of this crew that
he met Colin Chapman and Graham
Hill, then still competing in the club racing circuit. While others like Roy Salvadori and Reg Parnell were then well
established drivers—Peter saw life from
the inside of a race track. “I was lucky in
my apprenticeship because it was a big
garage which you rarely get these days.
My first day they put me into the fuel
injection shop, then as the months and
years passed I got to experience all of
the departments. They did everything
from commercial trucks to Austin Sevens. I spent a lot of time in the engine
shop, usually on Gardener diesels, but
also with quite a lot of vintage stuff such
as Meadows and Anzani. Being lucky I
was even into the coach building shop.
This was in 1956 onwards, I was just a
teenager then. After my apprenticeship I
worked for various small places rebuilding engines, eventually I wanted

something cleaner and went on to work
on forklift trucks, which led to welding–
you get to know what metal does when
you weld it.”
With all the acquired skills at his disposal Peter went into business for himself, restoring old cars. When asked if
he ever repaired NEW cars the emphatic reply was “no, Oh no. New cars
these days don’t offer the same feeling,
the same challenge. To repair a car
using a computer to me would be totally
wrong—you can’t hear it or feel it.
Sometimes, if you’re lucky, when driving
you get the feeling that you are at one
with the car—that’s exactly the feeling.
You don’t simply drive it, you become
one with it. This is the relationship I’ve
got with the MGA. If it’s not how you
want it, you change it. And when you
change it and it all works right, it’s like
wearing a suit of clothes.”
When living in England in the mid-sixties
I was offered a 1937 two-seater Aston
martin, the engine was OK but the body
was garbage, The chrome grille was
typical Aston Martin and the bonnets
were like Peter Hill’s Singer, heavily
louvered, but the rest of the body was
too far gone so I decided to build a body
like the model I really wanted in the first
place, a four-seater body, and it looked
earlier than it actually was. I parted with

it because of strains on my first marriage—I
sold the car to somebody who begged me
long enough. I think I sold it for a hundredand-fifty pounds. Quite a few years later I saw
it being advertised—there was a photo of it at
a raceway in New York and he wanted six
thousand dollars for it! Isn’t hindsight a wonderful thing?”
The other side of Peter’s life is bicycles. “My
Uncle Ray raced bicycles and we were members of the same cycle club, so I used to road
race with him—this is something I’ve always
done—I still ride a bike, I still road race, I do
time trials in the summer.” Peter rides from
Sooke to Victoria and back as one of his regular runs. “One of the reasons I came to Canada was that a friend in the cycling club in
England, John, emigrated to Trail many years
ago, we stayed in touch and when he moved
to Vancouver, Daphne and I, at his request,
came to stay with him for about three weeks
and literally fell in love with the place, so about
five years after that we came to live here.”
After young Peter’s parents died, Uncle Ray
became a big influence on his life. “Ray’s first
car was a 1934 Singer Le Mans, the car I
learnt to drive in. That was another reason
why I jumped at the chance of restoring Peter
Hill’s car. My very first car was a Hillman 10,
my first SPORTS car was a ‘34 MGPA, so my
uncle and I had these two sports cars at the
same time.”
Now I have a ‘59 MGA which didn’t come to
me as a complete car, so all I can say is that
most of it is from 1959, I only drive it during
the summer, usually when it’s NOT raining. It’s
far from a concours car, it’s a usable car—I did
it to look nice but not to be perfect, I would
hate a perfect car. It gets used on slaloms
during the summer, I am also a member f the
MG Club—the Club puts on events at the
Western Speedway so the car gets driven
quite enthusiastically—you have to look at
your car as being close to race level, it’s not
just an amble around. I find it very enjoyable.”
Other interest” “My first love is jazz. Another
influence which again goes back to Ray, my
favourite artists would be Lester Young, Stan
Getz, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Paul Desmond and Dave Brubeck—the list goes on,
they’re all wonderful! I’ve got a clarinet but
nobody suffers to hear the noise that I make.
Jazz is a bit rebellious and highly inventive,
and I like the complex melodies. But my most
driving interest is writing—I write fiction and
articles—my dyslexia isn’t a problem here
because the spellchecker on a computer is a
wonderful thing! As for the characters in a
story they’re all around you. You might work
on the cars that they drive or buy groceries

from them in the supermarket. It could be
the cop that’s just written you a ticket or the
girl who thinks she’s the cat’s pajamas.” He
collects and record things in his mind, intellectual skills not at all bad for a half-blind
dyslexic boy. So look out team—who

A 1937 Aston Martin that Peter built a body for.

Peter Lee with his first sports car, a 1934 MGPA

knows? Somewhere, sometime, you may
appear as a character in one of Peter Lee’s
stories.

This is the late Peter Hill, with wife Laurie, in the 1933 Singer that Peter Lee restored for him

BRITS ON THE BEACH
LADYSMITH, SUNDAY, JULY 16
ALL BRITISH CAR EVENT
AT TRANSFER BEACH PARK
SHOW STARTS AT 12 NOON
FREE ADMISSION - NO REGISTRATION
SPARE PARTS BOOTS SALE
M.C.’S AND MUSIC
SCENIC HARBOUR TOURS
LOCAL CHARITY RAFFLES
Mike Green’s 1939 BSA Scout

Nigel Muggeridge’s 1927 Austin 7

Mike Minter’s 1952 Austin Countryman

Chris Masterman Builds a Jaguar C-Type Replica

The story of my C Type replica begins in New
Year 2004 when I was visiting my brother-in–
law in the UK. I’d not long retired to Cowichan
Bay, Vancouver Island and was discussing
with him what I should do to fill my time (apart
from fishing, that is). He knew that I had a
penchant for Jaguars in general and C Types
in particular. Over the years I have owned a
MK7, XK120, XK 150S, MK2 3.8, and a Series
1 4.2 E Type that I still have. Why not build a
replica C Type, he suggested? Why not, indeed? And over the next 18 months I did.
I spent two or three months researching what
was available in the way of chassis, bodies,
kits, and part-built cars. I identified how much I
could afford. I balanced authenticity against
practicality and aluminium body shells against
fibreglass.
Eventually I decided to go for more modern
systems (suspension, braking) than those of a
true C Type, but based on all Jaguar components. The engine would be as near to Series
1 E Type as possible so that I could copy
from, and in some cases improve on, my E
Type’s engine bay. I chose fibreglass for the
body shell not only on the basis of cost (an
aluminium body would have cost me about
$20,000 more) but also from my experience
with alloy bodied cars (Aston DB4) where little
dings did not pop out but had to be shrunk
back by specialists with more skills than I
possess. I also opted for a Moss gearbox to
retain some semblance of period Jaguar feel
to the car, to in some way counter the with the
XJ 6 based independent suspension it was to
have.
I entered into Email discussions with the UK
based Thatcham Mini Centre to supply me
with a partially built up RAM body/chassis
assembly and also collect other parts for me
as I specified them. The RAM C Type space
frame chassis was designed by the racing car
manufacturer Adrian Reynard and had a good

reputation. Money changed hands, and I
received a shipping date for the body/chassis
and other parts of September 2004.
My next priority was to source engine and
gearbox, and overhaul them as necessary
while the body/chassis unit was being constructed. Ron Burgess of Jagland, Vancouver
agreed to help me and eventually found a 4.2
litre ex-E Type engine which was claimed to
have been recently overhauled. A price was
agreed and a few weeks later I received the
engine. I obtained a heritage certificate for it
(its serial number indicates that it was built
only a little later than my E Type’s engine) and
discovered that it hade been fitted to an E
Type delivered to a customer in San Jose,
California
I split block from head in trepidation – but
things looked good: some carbonization, but
no burnt valves or pistons, and no ominous
rust stains on the face of the block. I inspected the bottom end (I had to fit another
sump as the standard E Type sump would not
fit the car, I would eventually need one from a
Series 1 XJ6), all was well – crankshaft, main
bearings and big ends all as new
I completely disassembled the head. I cleaned
it up along with all its components, took measurements, and ported and polished it. Nothing needed replacement and the valves did
not even require lapping in. It seemed that
the engine had received the advertised total
overhaul.
I needed a lot more parts to complete the
power plant. Carburetors (three 2 inch SUs)
came from Jagland along with flywheel. Alternator from a Vancouver Island friend; inlet
manifold and throttle linkages from UK. Ron
also found me a period Moss gearbox with
bellhousing and overdrive (probably from a Mk
7). I then had to source a starter motor to suit
the bellhousing – it had to be of the very old
pull in type – eventually I got one from the UK

that seemed in good condition although I did
fit new brushes. I opened up the gearbox; it
looked good inside although the selector
mechanism was completely seized - I
stripped, cleaned and rebuilt it. With the selector mechanism working smoothly, I decided to
take a chance on the gearbox so did no further work on it except to replace reversing
lamp and overdrive lockout switches. The
overdrive solenoid worked after I had stripped
and cleaned it, so I decided to take a chance
on the overdrive unit too.
I had to choose between spring and diaphragm clutches. I settled for the former
which, although I knew would be heavier to
operate, was supposedly capable of transmitting more power. I chose a clutch master
cylinder and slave cylinder combination, and
designed and manufactured the necessary
bracketry. I also designed, and had manufactured, engine and gearbox chassis mountings.
Ron found me the correct distributor. It was
worn but, after cleaning, I decided to fit it as I
was considering fitting electronic ignition at
some stage. He also found me an XJ6 propeller shaft that would form the basis (once
shortened) of the C Type’s shaft. The engine,
flywheel, clutch and gearbox were assembled,
painted as necessary and prepared for fitment
to the car. In parallel I had prepared my carburetor assembly.
Time drifted on and delivery of the body/
chassis unit slipped to January 2005. I devised a project plan and schedule and took
the opportunity to design the electrical system,
obtain components, source instruments (from
the David Saville-Peck, of Ennerdale Engineering, Chemainus, collection of passed–it
Jaguars) and manufacture a working mock up
of the instrument panel.
I ordered the correct Dunlop wire wheels from
the UK (but made in India) and discussed with
David how best to import the body/chassis

unit and register the vehicle for road use.
David was a mine of useful information in
these regards and agreed to help me (for a
fee!). I investigated various types of tire and
decided that the authentic Avons (at about
$500 each) would not be cost effective. I
decided on Dunlop SPs from my friendly Duncan Canadian Tire – I was willing to accept
the 130mph limitation in return for being able
to get all four tires on special for the price of
one Avon. Canadian Tire also helped me
gratis with difficult little jobs such as pressingin transmission and wheel bearings.
On a trip to UK, I collected two bucket seats
that I had ordered over the internet, along with
a number of minor Jaguar parts from SNG
Barratt (whose support by providing missing
parts at short notice for this project – and for
my E Type) – was excellent.
In January 2005 I received two boxes from
Thatcham via Ennerdale Engineering: the
body/chassis assembly in one, and numerous
other parts in another. I could now begin in
earnest.
I started off by putting the body/chassis on
completely level trestles at a comfortable
working height.
The assembly went surprisingly well and was
substantially complete after about three
months. Everything (even the bits I had, designed and manufactured in advance) fitted as
intended – initially at least. The front suspension build up, for example, took just two days.
Rear suspension was more complicated and
took longer. I knew (because I had overhauled
the rear end of my E Type) that I had to devise a method for moving the very heavy completed suspension and manoeuvring it into
position beneath the car. I started things off by
constructing a wooden lifting frame - on which
the parts would be assembled. . I laid out the
hydraulics for ease of access and bleeding
once attached to the car. At this stage I
needed help so I engaged my neighbour,

Elmer Boylan. He and I put the wooden
frame, complete with rear suspension, onto to
trolley jacks, positioned all under the back end
of the car, and jacked into position. Four taper
head bolts, with very restricted access, had to
be screwed vertically down from the chassis
into the top of the differential case. Fortunately, they went straight in, and by this stage
I essentially had a rolling chassis.
Brake lines were connected and bled. Steering mechanism and dashboard fitted. Cable
looms were made, installed and tested.
Wheels were fitted, and on a fine day Elmer
and I pushed the car out of the workshop
ready for engine installation. Initially the installation seemed to go well. We had the rear
end of the car jacked up so as to reduce the
amount of tilt needed on the engine, and no
immediate mechanical interferences were
apparent. We slowly manoeuvred the engine
and gearbox into position. With the engine
and gearbox mounts that I had made just an
inch or so from their respective locations on
the chassis, the gearbox would move no further back into the car. Clearances between
gearbox and chassis longerons were very
tight and the clutch slave cylinder bracket that
I had designed, made and fitted before the
body/chassis arrived was well and truly
jammed. I was loath to remove the engine –
the car was due into the paint shop in just a
few days – so I removed the bracket and
slave cylinder from the bell housing reassuring
myself that they could be modified and refitted
at a later date. The engine and gearbox now
moved smoothly into position and the mounting bolts dropped easily through the brackets
into the chassis – at least I’d got that bit right.
The exhaust manifold, downpipes and carburetors were assembled onto the engine; throttle linkages and exhaust pipes fitted followed
by radiator, electric cooling fan and waterpipery.

I next concentrated on the electrics. I wanted
all to be working, lights included, before the
car was painted. All went well until I fitted the
battery and decided to turn the engine over
(spark plugs removed). The starter motor
turned but the engine did not: the starter pinion would not engage with the flywheel. I
went over my design specifications; the starter
matched the gearbox – it ought to have
worked, but clearly didn’t.
I abandoned my efforts on both starter and
clutch. I installed the seats, made the interior
trim and sent the car on its way to be painted
by Custom Car Colors of Shawnigan Lake.
It was now the first week of July 2005. Earlier
in 2005 I had decided to move from my property in Cowichan Bay because it was large
and becoming rather too much for me to manage on my own. A new house was being built
for me further up the coast at Deep Bay. The
Cowichan Bay house had been sold, and I

was due to move out of the old and
into the new on 29 July. My plan was to

put back all the lights and trim onto the car
when it returned from painting then trailer it up
to the new house, and sort out the starter and
clutch at leisure once I had moved in.
The car emerged from painting, resplendent in
its slightly metallic, cranberry finish on 15 July.
In the midst of packing up house and workshops for my move I managed to refit all of the
lights and trim. Then, with one week to go
before my move, I heard that my new house
would not be ready for me to move in for several weeks. I was now faced with several
dilemmas. What to do with all of my house
and workshop stuff? – Movers would put it in
the basement of the new house. What would I
do with myself?
– Go fishing. And what to do with an unroadworthy C Type? - Ennerdale Engineering
came to my rescue. David agreed to take the
car, sort out the starter and clutch problem,
perform the ICBC inspection, attach the VIN

plate, and return the car when I was settled into
the new house.
I was ready for the car at the beginning of September. Ennerdale Engineering had constructed
an ingenious solution to the clutch slave cylinder problem – they turned everything upside
down and back to front. The starter motor was
a bigger challenge. David discovered that the
flywheel I had fitted was from an XJ6 with gear
pitch incompatible with the ancient starter motor
I had fitted – there was no way this combination
could have worked (and I cursed myself for not
having taken the simple precaution of trying the
starter on the engine before installing the engine in the car). An XJ6 starter motor was required, but would be physically incompatible
with the car’s clutch bellhousing. Metal had to
be removed from both, and Ennerdale Engineering managed to do it without removing the
engine from the car. They got the car going
(albeit with persistent carburetion problems)
and, with their extensive racing experience, set
up the suspension beautifully.
David returned the car to me (his bill was, notunexpectedly, substantial) registered for the
road but with recommendations for a number of
improvements.
I drove the car the 100Km or so from Chemainus to Deep Bay with some trepidation. It
got me there safely and I commenced work on
David’s recommendations and some improvements of my own.
The clutch was very hard to operate and was
very much in and out. I fitted another master
cylinder with a smaller bore and longer stroke
which has produced a far more pleasant action.
I put a larger vacuum reserve cylinder into the
brake servo system.
The overdrive has defied all efforts to make
serviceable and needs replacing. However, as
the car goes 50mph/80Kmh on just 1500 rpm
the over drive is really spurious; I shall continue
to live without it for the time being.
Carburetion was much improved by replacing
the centre manual choke carb (which had some
peculiar design features and was surely never
fitted to a Jaguar) with another 2inch SU, and
fitting an electric choke ex MK10 Jag. I also
fitted a high capacity rotary fuel pump. However, the engine does not rev as eagerly as the
near identical one in my E Type, so I am still
working the problem through carburetion and
ignition tweaks – electronic ignition is the next
stage.
I managed to get the correct personal plate
from ICBC – “C-TYPE”.
The car is now very pleasant, safe but exhilarating to drive, and I use it regularly; I shall probably always be seeking ways to improve it, however. I regret fitting the Moss gearbox, so that
will probably go at some point thereby solving
the overdrive problem too.

How much did it all cost? Well, lets just say I
have it insured for $70,000. And my basic

errors over the clutch slave cylinder and
starter motor cost me dear.

BRITISH STEAM TRUCKS IN B.C.
Very early in the 1900’s, about 1908 to 1910, some very interesting British trucks were imported to BC. Commonly known as steam wagons
because of their centre pivot front beam axle these trucks were bought by cities for road work and private concerns for haulage.
In an upcoming issue I will tell you more about them. As you can imagine they are very rare, yet, two BC machines have survived. Both are
close to or finished major restorations.

THE TSUNAMI AUSTIN
Back in 1964 a tsunami hit the west coast of BC and did a fair amount of damage in coastal towns such as Port Albernie where this picture was
taken. I don’t know if anyone was killed or injured but there certainly was some property damage.
This is a 1955 Austin A50 which obviously got hit by the wave. Take a close look at how it is wedged into the foundation of the building. It must
have been tossed through the air to land like that. Also, the building seems to be untouched and the ‘58 Ford isn’t hurt either, other than having
the back end up on something. Aside from front end damage the little Austin looks to be in very nice condition. Oh, and very clean too!

DO I NEED ANOTHER CAR? By S.D.
Here you see a 1949 Sunbeam Talbot sports saloon
which is just up the lane from me. And guess what?
The owner who did have plans for it has changed his
mind and doesn’t want it any more. Do I really want
it? Well, not really, but the more I look at it, the more I
like it. Plus the Talbots had a very good name for
quality and a fine reputation in rallies, winning some
major international awards. Didn’t Stirling Moss win
the Monte Carlo in one of these?
This car has been in covered storage for the past
couple of years but previous to that it was in secure
heated storage for close to twenty years, along with a
D.H.C. Talbot of about the same vintage. This saloon
seems to have been a parts car for the D.H.C. It is
missing the engine, transmission, rear fender skirts,
front seats, gauges and a few minor parts. However,
the body is in excellent condition as close to rust free
as you could possibly get and very straight, only one
or two minor dings. It has a sunroof and streamlined
styling that was ahead of it’s time.
Well, I could put a Triumph six cylinder engine with an
overdrive transmission in it. Then I could replace the
beam front axle with an MGB suspension, steering
and brakes. An MGB axle could go in the back and
with ‘B master cylinder I would have B brakes all
round. I could put on early B wheels with the smooth
hub caps which would keep the look. Oh, the seats,
MGB ones would be nice.
I believe the styling was inspired by the beautiful pre
war Alfa Romeo 2900B Aerodynamic coupes of which
only four were built. You know, it probably wouldn’t
take much to modify this into an airline (fastback)
body (hmm…) With some clever dissecting you could
change the rear roof pillars from sloping back to sloping forward which would look better on an airline body
hmm. I have a friend who is a very talented metal
fabricator.
He wanted $250 for it. Nobody else seemed to want
it. To the crusher? No I bought it. Does anyone out
there have a few extra Talbot parts for this future
project?

A very solid Sunbeam Talbot, too good to throw out.

A factory picture of how it used to look.

The glorious 1938 Alfa Romeo 2900B with a Gran Prix twin super charged DOHC 8 cyl engine and hand formed aluminum bo

THE FIRST CAR TO CROSS THE CANADIAN ROCKIES by S.D.

Back in the early 1900’s there were very
few roads once you left a town or city. The
best you could hope for were some half
decent wagon trails and dry weather. In
rugged BC in 1904 there were no roads
through the interior or across the Rockies.
The CPR had even destroyed parts of the
very good Cariboo Road in 1882, a true
highway from the coast to the interior, to lay
tracks. And wouldn’t you know they got all
the freight business to the interior.
Even so, back in the day there were people
who had a desire to drive great distances
and see as much of the world as possible.
Charles Glidden of Lowell, Massachuesetts
was one of those. His choice of car was the
British built Napier, one of the finest cars in
the world at the time. This prominent (and
rich) American motoring enthusiast who
had made many other long distance tours
wasn’t going to let the lack of roads hold
him back.
Mr. Glidden approached the Canadian Pacific Railroad to allow him to use the rail line
crossing the Rockies, through the province

and arriving in Vancouver. His idea was to
put flanged wheels on the Napier and actually run it on the rails. The CPR agreed on
condition that the car be upgraded to locomotive standards and be dispatched as a
scheduled train with a CPR conductor. The
extra equipment on the car included warning torpedoes (flares?) a horn, red flags
and signals.
The CPR rail lines were in fine condition so
the trip was very smooth for Mr. Glidden,
his wife and a friend from London, England
a Mr. Charles Thomas. The ride was so
smooth that Mr. Glidden at one time had
the twenty four horsepower Napier opened
up and they hit close to sixty miles per
hour. However, their average speed for
just over eighteen hundred miles was about
thirty miles per hour and the whole trip took
twelve days.
In the picture above is the Napier arriving at
the foot of Howe Street In Vancouver. Mr
and Mrs Glidden are up front. In the back
seat are the CPR conductor in his conductor uniform with hat and Mr. Thomas from

London. They look quite relaxed and
pleased after their long journey.
After this trip railroad companies did not
allow private vehicles on their tracks but
they did take note of the idea and in 1905
the CPR had one on the rails in Alberta for
inspection purposes. Cars on the rails became a bit of railroad tradition in this country. A 1930 Rolls Royce was in use in the
late thirties on Vancouver Island for a logging company owner. One of the most interesting cars to be used on the rails was a
1939 McLaughlin Buick Limited Imperial
Touring Z Sedan. The CPR fitted it with
heavier leaf springs, air brakes, plus a locomotive horn and bell. But the most incredible bit of equipment was it own turntable to
turn it around. This was under the car at its
balance point and with a special manually
operated jack could raise the 8,400lb car off
the tracks. Then one man could push the
car around as if it was on a pivot and put it
down on the tracks.

This advertisement is from an early fifties issue of Motoring magazine out of Britain. The Pressed Steel Company was a partnership
between Morris Motors and Budd Manufacturing Company in the late twenties. Budd was a huge American company which provide
all steel bodies to the American manufacturers. This company introduced production methods that make the old ‘tin bent over a
wood frame’ construction obsolete for mass production.
The main illustration looks to be taken from this province but I don’t think I have ever seen a horseback Mountie lurking in the bush

